French Pavilion at IT-SA

Nürnberg Messe
Hall 10.0 – Stand 524
October 10th to 12th 2017

Come to our keynotes!

October 10th - 15:30 – Blue podium - Hall 10.0
Industrielle IT-Sicherheit – Französische Erfahrung
With: IDNOMIC ; WALLIX ; CYBELIUS

October 11th - 12:15 – Red podium - Hall 10
Sicherheits-Compliance für kritische Assets – Französische Erfahrung
With: SYSTANCIA ; CONSCIO TECHNOLOGIES ; AEVATAR ; CYBERVADIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Aevatar      | Aevatar.coop is a Paris-based Social Benefit Corporation which members include industry leaders in their respective markets. Aevatar solution include:  
  - MyAevatar, a mobile solution enabling its user to create, under his/her control, a self-sovereign identity.  
  - Aevatar Enterprise manages users’ identities and data access to their service providers  
  - Aevatar AI « conversational agent » is a personal life assistant |
| Conscio Technologies | Sensiwave and Rapid Awareness solutions allow companies of all size to easily manage innovative online IT awareness campaigns. Conscio Technologies has a 8 years experience in IT security awareness and over 500,000 satisfied users. |
| Cybelius     | Cybelius is the first French company dedicated to the cybersecurity of industrial systems (SCADA.ICS). CyPres is a cybersecurity product that strengthens industrial information systems. It learns then verifies the operation and behaviour of the system to the lowest level of detail. It detects the first signs of attacks before damage is incurred  
  - CyFENCE an integrated solution that proposed a secure connection between IT and OT through a powerful DMZ that include 10 services in a cabinet (secured network segmentation, authentication and antivirus servers, back-up and disaster recovery, SCADA / HMI software virtualisation...) |
| Cybervadis   | To help companies face this complex, time and money consuming situation, Cybervadis has developed a user-friendly SaaS platform. It allows companies to:  
  - easily monitor the cybersecurity risk management performance of their third-parties,  
  - assess themselves and get an operational action plan,  
  - share their detailed performance with all their clients. |
Gatewatcher is built around its Trackwatch technology that targets abnormal behavior by running a dynamic analysis of weak signals from inside network flows. Gatewatcher adapts itself to polymorphic threats allowing it to be the most relevant faced with an increase of advanced threats.

IDnomic (formerly OpenTrust) is the leading provider of trust services (PKI) for the protection of digital identities of employees (Corporate ID), connected devices (Object ID) and citizens (Citizen ID) who want to communicate, authenticate, and exchange confidential data safely. For more information: www.idnomic.com

Quarkslab is a high-end cybersecurity company, highly skilled in vulnerability research and design of security solutions for a tailored level of defense. The company has developed two products:

- IRMA: Incident Response & Malware Analysis
- Epona: software shielding based on advanced code obfuscation techniques

Systancia is a recognized French software editor, founded in 1998. It provides the following IAM, PAM and SSO solutions:

- IPdiva Secure: provides ultra-secured access to selected resources of the IT system for any type of users (roaming users, homeworkers, third party contractors, etc.)
- IPdiva Safe: offers surveillance for any session conducted on the IT infrastructure
- Avencis Hpliance: an IAM management solution
- Avencis SSoX: a Single Sign-On solution

The company is also a leading desktop and application virtualization provider with its AppliDis Fusion solution.

TheGreenBow is a leading provider of trusted and scalable Cybersecurity solutions for SMBs, large accounts, government agencies and Critical Infrastructures worldwide. TheGreenBow provides VPN solutions for Linux, Android, iOS, MAC and Windows (Certified EAL 3+ / Nato restricted & EU restricted).

WALLIX Bastion is a powerful combination of password, access and session management with detailed monitoring and auditing for privileged users’ activity. WALLIX helps 400+ organizations to protect and secure their critical IT assets including data, servers, terminals and connected devices.

Get to know - Detailed company and contact information available on the stand

CDC Arkhinéo is the leader of legal binding electronic archiving in France for 16 years. It offers an Electronic Archiving System in SaaS mode which ensures the long-term preservation and the integrity of electronic documents (obligation of results).

The company's datacenters are localized in France and in Germany.

France Cybersecurity

“France Cybersecurity “label confirms the “national” and very secure character of the service, based on audits realized by independent experts (ANSSI, DGA, DGE and HEXATRUST). There are nowadays 82 certified offers from 67 awarded companies in the following areas of expertise.

About the organizer

Business France is the national agency supporting the international development of the French economy. Its three key responsibilities are to support French or foreign companies with their international development, facilitate job-creating foreign investment in France and promote France’s attractiveness to business.

For any information about the French Pavilion, contact francois.petit AT businessfrance.fr